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Mission:
Friends of Pando works to educate the 
public, support research and preservation 
efforts and to inspire stewardship of Pando, 
the world's largest tree.

Vision:
We envision a future where Pando is 
understood, documented, and cared for so 
that it can be enjoyed for generations to 
come.

Learn more: friendsofpando.org
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WHO WE ARE
Friends of Pando is a volunteer-
led, community based non-profit 
(501c3) operating in Richfield, 
Utah. We value friendship, 
learning, collaboration, and using 
our creativity to develop 
partnerships focused on what 
can be done today, to ensure the 
world’s largest tree can be 
enjoyed for generations to come. 

Motto: “A friend of Pando, is a friend of mine”



501(c)3 STATUS 
RECOGNIZED

In February of 2022, the 
IRS recognized Friends of 

Pando’s non-profit 
status as a Forest 
Conservation & 

Beautification Group

THE ONLY NONPROFIT DEDICATED TO 
PANDO, THE WORLD’S LARGEST TREE

V I E W  O U R  
G U I D E S T A R  P R O F I L E

GETTING 
STARTED

Friends of Pando 
registered as a nonprofit 
with the State of Utah in 

December of 2021, 
becoming the only 

organization dedicated 
to Pando

PRACTICAL 
CONSERVATION
Friends of Pando’s ethos 
is boots-on-the-ground.
A focus on what we can 
do today and right now, 

to ensure that Pando 
can be enjoyed by future 

generations

USFS
PARTNER

In July of 2022, Friends of 
Pando became an 
official partner of 

Fishlake National Forest 
working to expand 

capacity and develop 
long-term  strategy for 

to study and protect 
Pando

“Fishlake National 
Forest is roughly 
1.8 million acres in 
size. Having a 
partner that 
supports our 
motto and is 
passionate about 
Pando is 
important for 
managing the 
future of the tree.” 

-Mike Elson 
Supervisor
Fishlake National Forest

F R I E N D S  O FPANDO



The infrastructure that makes our work 
possible, is built on investing dollars where it 
can also promote regional economic 
capacity. Our banking is handled by local 
financial institution, State Bank of Southern 
Utah, our insurance is managed through the 
Utah Nonprofit Association. Our exhibit at the 
City of Richfield Visitor Center attracts tourism 
dollars. In addition, our work has advanced 
interest in local art galleries and historic 
institutions, and has shown enormous 
potential to bring Pando-specific research 
dollars to local colleges, where in the past all 
those dollars were awarded to groups from 
outside the community.

PROMOTING ECONOMIC  
DEVELOPMENT 

Our infrastructural investments also 
support a renewable energy future. Our 
offices, (local and roaming) are 100% 
powered by solar energy, creating offsets 
for the carbon footprint associated with 
field work. Our web hosting service, creates 
3Kw of renewable energy grants for each 
1Kw of power our server’s use. From the big 
thing; protecting and preserving a tree that 
consumes 1.9 million pounds of carbon 
dioxide each year, to the little things, like 
using recycled papers, we are proud that 
our investments help promote a green 
future. 

INVESTING IN 
A GREEN FUTURE

CREATING OPPORTUNITY,
ADVANCING EQUITY 

In the community where we operate, poverty 
rates for women hover around 20%. To date, 
our teams have been made up primarily of 
women, many of which achieved leadership 
roles on our teams as they also worked 
toward careers in natural sciences. For those 
who live with disability, poverty rates hover 
around 40% in the region. Over the past two 
years, more than 50% of our team members 
self-identified as having physical, mental, 
learning, or neuro-cognitive conditions, which 
our staff and other team members worked to 
accommodate, inspiring a pride in the crews 
who have worked on our unique efforts to 
study and protect Pando.

Friends of Pando
LOCALLY OPERATED, BUILDING LOCAL CAPACITY



EDUCATING
THE PUBLIC



Pando re-defines everything we thought a tree is, or can be.
While many in the community know Pando, few know all that
makes it special. Many more visit the tree from abroad,
seeking communion with the natural wonder and looking for
ways they can help ensure that Pando can be enjoyed for
generations to come. In 2022, we worked to meet over 18,000
new friends through print, web and multimedia assets.

Pando Brochures10K
Information Cards4K

Children’s Activity Books

1K Kids for Pando Stickers

200

Spreading the Word about Pando

Kids for Pando Activity Book 
& Stickers

Visits to friendsofpando.org4K



35 people attended our first community forum at Richfield City 
Hall on July 9th, 2022. Those who attended were mix of young 
and old, who heard about the event through local print & 
broadcast media. Local and national media outlets were also 
present for talks given by community leaders, Friends of Pando 
staff, Land Managers and award-winning artists who each, 
shared their wonder and support for work that ensures that  
Pando can be celebrated for generations to come. 

On July 23rd, 30 people visited William J Peters Gallery in nearby 
Monroe, Utah. Unlike the first forums, this time, children were in the 
majority for a children’s reading hour of Kate Allen Fox’s award-
wining children’s book, “Pando, A Living Wonder of Trees”. This 
event was also the subject of a feature article in local media and 
also featured talks by Friends of Pando staff, artists and Forest 
Service Staff who came to speak about our partnership.

“Pando, Our Tree” 1st Community Forum

“Pando, Our Tree” Community Forum #2 
Kids for Pando Reading Hour



As planned in 2021, 2022 saw an uptick in work aimed at exploring new 
educational outreach efforts to cultivate education capacity, to promote 
awareness, and inspire stewardship of Pando. In 2021, we installed a 
permanent exhibit at the City of Richfield Visitor Center, an effort that 
continues to pay dividends as the number of visitors seeking information 
about Pando increases.  In 2023, we will be working with the City of 
Richfield and the State of Utah to encourage others to enjoy the 
multimedia exhibit while discussions are underway to create similar 
installations at the nearby Wayne County Visitor Center. 

Having formalized of our relationship with the US Forest Service in 
2022, we were able to place a small information stand about 
Pando at various locations throughout the range, notably, at the 
historic Fishlake Lodge which hosts tens of thousands of visitors a 
year.  In 2023, we will expand efforts to install information stations 
and signage in and around the tree for those seeking more 
information about Pando, and what they can do to help. 

Pando Exhibit, Richfield Visitor Center

Pando Information Stand, Fishlake Lodge



In August of 2022, Friends of Pando Executive Director, Lance Oditt, was 
invited to give a talk at the Entrada Institute in nearby Torrey, Utah. The 
revered local nonprofit, whose arts and culture speaker series is held at the 
historic Robber’s Roost, has played host to countless notable luminaries in 
arts, literature, and conservation, notably, writer Terry Tempest William. The 
event garnered the attention of Capital Reef Staff and leadership, who we 
hope to partner with as a peripheral information site in 2023. The event also 
garnered the attention of leaders in Wayne County who approached us 
about how we can work together in 2023. 

Executive Director Lance Oditt 
Speaking Engagement at Entrada Institute

An audience member at 
the Entrada meeting 
enjoys a VR sample from 
the Pando Photographic 
Survey after Lance’s talk

L I N K  T O  V I D E O  
P R E S E N T A T I O N



In both 2021 and 2022, Friends of Pando gathered a wide variety of footage for mini-documentaries, a planned 2D film and, an immersive 360
film where people can experience the tree themselves. In 2023, we will be working to process, publish and promote that work.

A well-regarded history of 
Pando’s homeland by noted 

historian Steve Taylor

A series of Pando “fact and fiction” 
featurettes to promote awareness 

and dispel misinformation

A 2D mini-documentary about 
the making of the Pando 

Photographic Survey

Mini-Documentary about the 
Pando Ambassador Program 

and work we did in 2022

A suite of recordings documenting the 
internal workings of Pando and its 
natural soundscape by Jeff Rice

An audio guide about the tree for 
people who do not rely on their 

sense of sight

Mini-documentaries 
about different 

aspects of the tree  

A series of Pando 
People featurettes

The Virtual Pando 
Experience 

Seeing (& Hearing!) is Believing



SUPPORTING
RESEARCH & 
PRESERVATION
EFFORTS



USFS PARTNER
In May of 2022, Friends of Pando 
became an official partner with 

the US Forest Service and are 
working with them to develop a 
long-term  strategy for the tree 

PHENOL PRODUCTION
Atmospheric chemical studies sites 

throughout the tree to record phenol 
production which can be used to model 

stress levels in the tree

DISEASE
The need for a broad survey of diseases 

found in the tree to construct appropriate 
disease models so that disease abatement 

strategies can be developed

ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES
Ethnographic studies with indigenous 

peoples to evaluate findings of 2018 study on 
land management in the Fishlake Basin 

before European contact

ONGOING MONITORING
Continued monitoring of protective 

systems, wildlife, human uses, bird, flora, 
fauna and fungi studies to support 

current work and promote future study 
on the tree. 

ROOTS
Gather roots from Pando 

and conduct lab experiments to 
establish an expected rate of 
regeneration model of Pando

SOIL SAMPLES
Gather core soil samples throughout the tree 

to understand soil composition, climate 
history, water cycle, erosion, glacial activity, 

tectonic activity and local volcanism

WATER TRANSPIRATION
Studies on water transpiration rates in 
the tree to better understand Pando’s 

unique drought tolerance

ANIMAL BEHAVOIR
Development of longitudinal studies on 
animal behavior in and around the tree 

including, collaring, trail cam monitoring and 
scat studies

ATMOSPHERIC DATA
Establishment of sites around the Fishlake 

Basin to gather atmospheric data which can 
be used to understand the nature and role of 

climate change in Pando’s homeland 

In 2022 Friends of Pando convened its first science committee. Through that effort, we have 9 studies that could begin to close the enormous gap 
between the micro (genetic) and macro (ecological) view of the tree, as we know so little about Pando. In Spring of 2023, we will publish a “white-

paper” style document detailing the committee’s findings and to promote next generation research. Below, a sample of topics and studies the team 
has explored and will prioritize in the coming paper. 

SCIENCE COMMITTEE



In 2021, Friends of Pando began work to create a first-of-its-kind 360-degree survey of 
Pando’s 106-acre land mass; a vital document that can be used to help scientists and 
land managers understand and monitor the tree’s health over time. The survey was 
completed in mid-September of 2022, with the work to process, publish and promote the 
document starting soon after. We hope to release the first sets of data in February of 2023. 
Here are some numbers to help contextualize what we have accomplished with this first-
of-its-kind undertaking, an effort that will realize the largest picture of a tree ever taken:

Photographic Survey by the Numbers

8543
Number of locations in the tree (excepting 

the road, a hazard for crew and equipment)

5026
Number of locations captured, stitched and 
sequenced without margin of error to date 

181
Number of routes or “one way” paths through 

the tree (less 5 routes deemed unsafe)

1 acre in 10
The ratio of study area to acres 

Foresters generally use in their work in 
land management planning

1 acre in 1.93
The ratio of acres-to-land mass (to 

date) scientists will now have to study 
and monitor Pando 

2180
Number of Human hours it took to 

complete the photographic survey

57%
Percentage of land mass documented without 

error if all work on processing stopped today

143
The number of routes verified as candidates for 

processing and publication to date

1.7 TB
Terabytes of data gathered by the 

photographic survey



In 2022 we launched the Pando Ambassador Program, our cornerstone program. Two people served in the role, April Anderton and Natural Resources 
student, Lindy Madden who each helped oversee other volunteers. In addition to their work, Executive Director Lance Oditt, undertook efforts to gather 
data to develop new longitudinal studies on deer behavior, flora and fauna studies and bird monitoring for 2023 and beyond.

Pando Ambassador Program: Monitoring and Preservation Efforts

2022 Results
• 3 Fence Restoration Projects restoring protective fencing 
• Filled 128 fence gaps created by erosion and small animals
• Undertook 10 Minor Fence Repairs ex: wire, dancers, corroded strands etc. 
• 6 observations of predator signs and activity in and around the tree
• Documented 1,794 Hikers in the tree (June-to-Oct)
• Collected 7 contractor bags of garbage in the tree (350 gallons)
• Multiple sightings of a new predator, Fisher Cat (aka: Pine Fisher)
• Gathered images for a planned native wildflower guide 
• Gathered data and images for future studies of fungi in the tree
• Gathered observations of birds’ life for monitoring studies planned in 2023 
• Distributed educational materials to 15 locations throughout the region
• Promoted and supported work on the “Pando, Our Tree” community event
• Organized Kids for Pando Children’s Reading Hour

Work the Pando Ambassador Oversees
• Fence monitoring, repair and restoration work 
• Trail monitoring to understand recreational uses of Pando
• Observing animal activity in and around the tree
• Documenting wildflowers, fungus and predator activity
• Collaborating with community stakeholders
• Distributing informational materials
• Garbage pick-up



Today, around 53 acres of the Pando is fenced in to protect it from animals who eat at new stems. Known as an “exclosure” fence, this barrier acts to 
exclude wild deer and elk from entering the tree as they can destroy countless new shoots of Pando before they can mature. Living at nearly 9,000 feet 
elevation in the Fishlake Basin, Pando’s land mass is straddled by two mountains that loom over the steep sides of the flat bottomed basin creating a 
natural wind tunnel where 60Mph winds and fiercer wind gust are the norm. Although Pando’s branches are uniquely adapated to survive such winds 
as they readily bend, they can and do break. When they do, they crash down destroying everything in their path, including sections of the 10,000 ft long 
protective fence which then compromises its effectiveness to protect the entire unit. In 2022, The Pando Ambassador, Friends of Pando leadership, our 
contracted agents and agency patners helped restore 3 sections of the protective fence. Work we plan to helping do in 2023 and beyond. 

Pando Ambassador Program: 3 Fence Restoration Projects



Pando Fence Restoration Data

Get the Information: Review Studies and Download Raw Data Sets at: https://www.friendsofpando.org/scienceofpandotree



Today, around 53 acres of the Pando is fenced in to protect it from 
animals who eat at new stems. Known as an “exclosure” fence, this 
barrier acts to exclude wild deer and elk from entering the tree as 
they can destroy countless new shoots of Pando before they can 
mature. Today, the fence that protects Pando reaches 8 feet in height 
and traces about 10,000 feet of the trees boundary. Despite headlines 
that suggest fencing doesn’t work, the Pando we see today, is in fact, 
the result of protective fencing the Forest Service starting installing in 
early 1990’s and has continued to build up since that time.  As any 
gardener knows, fences only do their job if they are maintained, and 
in 2022 the Pando Ambassador did just that making minor repairs on 
10 sections of fence.  In 2023, Friends of Pando will continue work 
making basic repairs on the fence as we also work to help the Forest 
Service realize work on the next set of planned permanent and 
adaptive fencing to protect the fence for generations to come. 

Pando Ambassador Program: 10 Minor Fence Repairs



Pando Minor Fence Repair Data

Get the Information: Review Studies and Download Raw Data Sets at: https://www.friendsofpando.org/scienceofpandotree



Today, around 53 acres of the Pando is fenced in to protect it from animals. Known as an “exclosure” fence, this barrier acts to exclude wild deer and elk 
from entering the tree as they can destroy countless new shoots of Pando before they can mature. Gaps form beneath the edge of the fence due to 
natural forces such as erosion, or, are made by animals who will dig under fence to gain entry or, to exit. Gaps beneath the fence larger than 
approximately 8 inches were filled in with rock and other heavy debris to close the gaps to prevent younger or smaller elk and deer who may dig at 
those edges to gain entry. In 2022, The Pando Ambassador filled in 128 gaps during peak season helping improve the fence’s protective power. Year 
over year, we will continue to backfill fill gaps, record locations and will compare data sets to examine if patterns are revealed where additional 
protective measures can be taken. 

Pando Ambassador Program: 128 Fence Fortification Sites



Pando Fence Fortification Data

Get the Information: Review Studies and Download Raw Data Sets at: https://www.friendsofpando.org/scienceofpandotree



Pando’s home along Fish Lake, makes it an attractive location for predators and prey alike 
who, like we humans, seek refuge and refreshment along its shores. Part of the 2,200 
square mile Fishlake National Forest which itself, straddles natural boundaries with National 
Park Lands, Wildlife Refuges and BLM Lands puts Pando at a sort of crossroads for intensive 
animal activity since animals enjoy a variety of natural corridors to move through nearly 
unabated. It should come as no surprise then, that not only does Pando’s home play host 
to herds of Deer, Elk, and Pronghorn Antelope, but those that hunt them  including Black 
Bear, Mountain Lions and Lynx.  

In 2022, each; the Pando Ambassador, Pando Corp crew and partner Snow College 
recorded  Bear activity along the upper edges of the Fishlake Basin as well in and around 
the tree. In addition to Bear, crew working in upper portion of the tree (pictured top center) 
found signs of large cat activity including claw marks and spray patterns. Finally, in an 
exciting development, crews observed Pine Fisher in two locations, a revelation to wildlife 
ecologist who also work to help study and protect the tree as they had not been recorded 
in recent memory.  In 2023, Friends of Pando plans to install trail cam systems and passive 
audio monitoring stations to capture animal behavior throughout the tree and in the Basin.

Pando Ambassador Program: Predator Activity in Pando



Pando Predator Activity Data

Get the Information: Review Studies and Download Raw Data Sets at: https://www.friendsofpando.org/scienceofpandotree



In 2022, we launched a passive recreational monitoring program to measure visitor traffic in the tree during peak hiking season 
(between June and October). Using gates and gathering visitor data can provide key information to help abate risk associated with 
human recreational uses and aid in future planning. In 2023, we will work to install additional equipment to realize longitudinal studies 
on deer and elk behavior as well as sound conservation units to record bird calls, as Fish Lake is in a prime migratory path.

Pando Ambassador: Recreational Monitoring Program Documented 1,794 Hikers 



Pando Recreational Hiking Data

Get the Information: Review Studies and Download Raw Data Sets at: https://www.friendsofpando.org/scienceofpandotree



INSPIRING
STEWARDSHIP



DEVELOPING CAPACITY 
“We are positive and excited for the wide variety of 

work Friends of Pando will be doing with us, 
including art exhibits, educating the public, and 

supportive research.” 

-Dan Child, USFS, Grants and Agreements Coordinator

R E A D  M O R E  
A B O U T  I T



Interest and support of Kids for Pando’s expanded in 2022. Not only 
did we host the children’s reading hour mentioned earlier, but we 
also hosted a display in the Richfield Library children’s section. The 
display featured Kate Allen Fox’s award-wining children’s book 
about Pando and offered free stickers and bookmarks for the kids 
who read it. 

In addition to the display, we also offered free copies of the 
Friends of Pando Children’s Activity Book “Meet Pando” at Fishlake 
Lodge and the Richfield Visitor Center. The activity book was one of 
our most sought-after information products in the community, 
and we also we received a number of request from teachers 
across the US who requested it for use in their classrooms. 

Kids for Pando

Branching Out
In 2023, we hope to distribute an activity 
book to every K-4 student in the Loa and 
Richfield communities. 



As part of an immersive crew experience, each of the 
12 participants who worked on Pando Corps in 2022 
were given learning materials about Pando to 
master as a condition of their status as a member of 
the team. That training led to a broad range of 
nightly dinner conversations about conservation, 
aspen ecology, public lands, and career 
opportunities in natural sciences and land 
management. 

Pando Corps

Pando Ambassador
In addition to general information materials, our Pando 
Ambassadors also undertook USFS Ethics Training with Friends 
of Pando staff to help them as they worked with USFS and our  
other partners and better prepare them for roles in public 
service, community resource development, natural resources 
and land management. 



The role of documenting the human experience of nature through art and interpretation cannot be underestimated in conservation. Where there is work 
to understand and protect forests, going back to the 1830’s, you will find artists who draw, paint, photograph, record and interpret what it means to 
creative steward of the natural world. In 2022, we undertook a pilot program to understand how we would establish a long-term artist-in-residency 
program like those we studied at the National Park Service and the United States Forest Service. In 2023, taking lessons from that effort, we will expand the 
program, and work to make a paying residency a regular part of our year over year operations.

Artist in Residency Pilot

STEVE TAYLOR’S 
(HIDDEN) HISTORY 
OF FISHLAKE BASIN

Friends of Pando recorded well—respected local 
historian, Steve Taylor’s lectures on the history of 
Fishlake Basin. This oral history is critical to helping 
people understand the land and its human uses 
going back centuries. For example, Taylor speaks 
of generational grazers who long-ago signed-off 
on a plan to fence Pando for well-founded 
historical reasons. Past catastrophic over-grazing 
caused an epidemic of animal-borne illnesses, & 
spoiled Fish Lake’s waters for nearly all uses. 
Steve’s history lectures illuminate critical insights 
about Pando’s past, and work that needs to be 
done to sustain it for future generations.   

Voice talent Jeff Blair, who signed on 
to become “The Voice” of Pando in 
our audio, video and multimedia 
educational assets, brings a storied 
career in audio and radio production, 
as well as his work in radio and live 
production at Austin, Texas Classical 
Station KMFA.  Jeff’s warm resonate 
voice and vocal range was a natural 
choice for the ancient tree. 

JEFF BLAIR, 
VOICE OF PANDO

Sound conservationist Jeff Rice, created a series 
of recordings documenting the ambient, 
external & subterranean soundscape of Pando. 
Jeff used an array of microphones to record a 
broad variety of sound dynamics in the tree, 
from storms and underwater activity, to insects, 
birds’ morning calls, and human activity. This 
residency also led to a unique discovery, 
capturing the sounds of Pando’s massive root 
system as it worked to transport water  and 
nutrients. This recording reveals new ways of 
understanding the tree and educating the 
public. 

JEFF RICE, 
SOUND 
CONSERVATIONIST



In 2022, Friends of Pando produced a first-of-its-kind community art event, Pando, Our Tree, which featured art works inspired by Pando and a series of 
community forums to educate the public about the tree and help them learn how the tree inspires others. For the month-long show, art works from 
local, national and international artists were placed at six, high foot-traffic locations throughout Sevier County. In 2023, we will host 3 local artists and 
one nationally recognized artist in our residency program. Works created through those residencies will later be used for a subsequent art show 
planned for 2024. 

Pando, Our Tree Art Show



ROOTED IN 2022...

MARCH-APRIL 2023
Develop and finalize our yearly 
operational plan with Fishlake 

National Forest building off 
successes of 2022

APRIL – OCT 2023
Begin work on the 2023 field season 
including new longitudinal studies to 

understand deer behavior, bird 
activity an critical research

FEBRUARY 2023
Begin to publish and promote the 

Pando Photographic Survey

JANUARY 2023
Formalize, publish and promote 
data collected in the 2022 field 
season. File reports to Fishlake 

National Forest, update website and 
promote outcomes to media



…BRANCHING OUT  IN 2023

MARCH-AUGUST 2023
Begin production of “Pando: The 

World’s Tree” immersive 360-degree 
film. Support work to promote the 
effort at film premiers and book 

releases that documented our work 
in 2021 and 2022.

SEPT-DEC 2023
Launch the Regeneration Fund to 

attract donations and grants need 
to pay for the estimated $400,000 of 

work needed right now to sustain 
and protect Pando for generations 

to come. 

MARCH 2023
Educate local and state leaders 

about our work and appeal for help 
& support needed to implement 

long term education, research and 
preservation goals state-wide. 

FEB-AUG 2023
Take part in planned media events 

throughout the US and Europe 
including webinars, print interviews 
and forums to promote the Pando 

Photographic Survey and all our 
work to protect Pando.



OUR WORK IS MADE 
POSSIBLE THROUGH 

THE GENEROUS 
SUPPORT OF OUR

DONORS, 
SPONSORS & 

PARTNERS


